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The Working Group acknowledges the sovereignty of the First Peoples of these lands and waters where we 

met, the Kaurna Nation. We also acknowledge the UCA Covenant relationship with all first peoples of this 

country. We seek to listen and respect their voices and the experience of leaders past, present and emerging 

as we work cooperatively and collaboratively to care for the land, its peoples and all of creation. 
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1. Introduction 

At the February 2021 meeting of the Synod of SA, the Chair of the Resources Board, Rev Rob Stoner and 

the General Secretary, Rev Felicity Amery presented a property report ‘God’s Church and its Buildings - Are 

they Fit for Mission?’1.  

The report requested the General Secretary in collaboration with the Synod Standing Committee establish a 

Working Group to bring a process proposal to the next meeting of the Synod.  

The Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group (“Working Group”) was set up and 

approved by the Synod Standing Committee and commenced in May 2021.  

The purpose of this report is to bring the Working Group’s proposals to the SA Synod. 

The full Synod decision of the 2021 Synod Meeting are in Appendix 1. 

This Report has been socialized through a meeting of the Working Group, Executive Officers, the Presbytery 

Office Bearers and Synod Leaders Meeting, the Resources Board, and Synod Standing Committee. 

2. Back Story 

Since 1977, whilst some properties have been sold, the Uniting Church in SA currently comprises over 250 

congregations with use of a combined total of 400 buildings (excluding manses). A review process instigated 

by the Resources Board in 2017 clearly shows that if the Uniting Church of SA wishes to be an effective and 

sustainable church into the future, then it cannot continue to maintain the same number of congregations 

and properties. The report recognises that while our buildings remain an important aspect in the life of the 

Church, and there is need for property in new and emerging regions of the Synod. Many congregations 

experience decline, the condition of many existing buildings is declining and increasingly the buildings are 

not considered fit for purpose. The property situation concerns everyone whether a member, a congregation 

or presbytery and the report encouraged engagement with the challenges before the church. 

In recent years a series of projects sought to address the issue before the church, including a 

Congregational Mapping Project commencing in the early 2000s; the Changing Landscapes paper in 2013; 

and the Property Viability Paper in 2016. In 2018, the Resources Board commenced a process of review of 

all church buildings belonging to the SA Synod Property Trust. The quantitative data collected by the review 

project revealed a growing number of buildings in need of significant repair and maintenance because they 

are not compliant with contemporary safety expectations.  

                                                      

1 sa.uca.org.au/documents/synod/Synod-Meeting-2021-Reports/S1.9-Property-Review-Report.pdf  

https://sa.uca.org.au/documents/synod/Synod-Meeting-2021-Reports/S1.9-Property-Review-Report.pdf
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The data also indicates that while some congregations are short of space, the church is trying to maintain 

much more property than it actually uses.  As a result of the property review process all congregations have 

been sent individual Building Safety Reports to help them to understand the current situation and provide 

them with a planning tool that can guide their future direction. The Synod Resources staff and Property 

Committee, with the support of the Resources Board and in conversation with Presbyteries and Church 

Councils continue to work with congregations to address the issues raised in individual Building Safety 

Reports.  While the report acknowledges that the Synod does not have the financial capacity to make and 

keep safe all the properties currently vested in the Property Trust, the Synod remains committed to finding 

ways to ensure buildings are both safe and compliant for ongoing ministry and mission. Together with the 

‘God’s Church and its Buildings - Are they fit for Mission?’ Report the Building Safety Reports encourage the 

whole Church to consider with some urgency questions around the role of property in the Church, the 

contemporary missional context the church finds itself and the risks associated with the number, location, 

viability and safety of our buildings. 

3. Task of the Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) 
Working Group  

Alongside the important work the church is doing to ensure their buildings are safe and comply with 

contemporary standards, the Synod (in consultation with the Synod Standing Committee) requested the 

General Secretary to establish a Working Group to develop a strategy and process plan to further enable the 

Church to address the urgent issues raised in the report.  

The purpose of the Working Group is ‘… to develop a future-focused strategy to determine the number 

and geographic locations of buildings to house vibrant missional communities including a 

framework to identify potential ‘strategic’ buildings. 

The task of the Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group is twofold: 

 To develop a future focused strategy 

The Report, ‘God’s Church and its Buildings - Are they fit for Mission?’ highlights for us the impact of a 

rapidly changing missional landscape and a church culture that is very building focused and without the 

flexibility to respond to existing demands and future needs. Further it acknowledges that buildings are 

important and that the Church needs to ensure they are safe for all who use them, in the right location and fit 

for purpose.  It is therefore critical that the Working Group is seeking to listen to what God might be saying 

and where God might be leading the Church? How might the future of the Uniting Church here in South 

Australia, its buildings and other resources, most effectively serve God’s purposes in the world? These 

questions invite us to think about the future and develop a plan. They invite us to collectively discern and 

develop strategies that open us to God’s possibility.  
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 To determine the number and geographic locations of buildings to house vibrant 

missional communities 

In developing a plan, the Working Group will continue the task of building on our knowledge and 

understanding of the Uniting Church at mission in South Australia. This will intentionally be a very 

collaborative process involving staff, presbyteries, congregations and the wider ministries of the Church.  

Collaboratively the Working Group will map the life and witness of the church. They will ask questions about 

what it is to be a missional, vibrant and viable congregation, where the future growth areas in the synod are, 

and explore our capacity for sharing resources. We might further explore whether there are future models of 

ministry and presence that we have not considered. 

The Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group is working with Resources Staff and 

Presbytery Leaders. It’s methodology is shaped by an understanding that our task is not an easy one and it is 

not the first time the Church in SA has sort to address the issues.  

4. Membership of the Working Group 

At its 9th April 2021 meeting the Synod Standing Committee approved the make-up of a skills based 

working group.  The Working Group includes; Rev Felicity Amery (General Secretary and Chair); Craig 

Bailey (Theological Reflector); Rev Linda Forsyth (Mission Planning (Rural); Ashlee Littleford (Mission 

Planning (Urban); Susan Burt (Strategic Thinking); Ken Sumner (UAICC); Rev Do Young Kim (CALD); 

Peter Battersby (Financial Management); David Bailey (Property Planner).  

There are also three resourcing (non-voting) members; Bridget Ransome (Executive Officer Engagement 

(Communications Plan); Matt Wilson – (Manager Property & Projects (Property Committee); Executive 

Assistant to General Secretary (Minutes).  

It is important to note and give thanks for the contribution and commitment of these people to the 

task. They collectively offer extraordinary grifts and a depth of experience to the church at this time 

that is very much appreciated.   

5. Fostering Vibrant Mission Communities  

Congregations across SA vary in style and size. Their urban or rural location, nature of demographic make-

up, and history, influence them as vibrant missional communities. The context in which congregations are 

sited reflects our changing South Australian community, such as some suburbs/towns declining/growing, 

increasing cultural diversity, and arising from COVID, increasingly working from home. This presents both 

challenges and opportunities. 
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Further the Working Group recognises that: 

 Individuals and communities have deeply rooted spiritual, emotional and physical connections with the 

buildings they have beneficial ownership of. 

 Some declining congregations are struggling to understand why the nature of ministry and mission has 

changed so radically and why the failure of more traditional methods of connecting with people, 

growing disciples and nurturing people in journey of faith no longer seem to be effective. 

 Any suggestion of closure is painful and often seen as a sign of failure. 

 Issues of compliance and changes in policy related to insurance have added further layers of 

challenge for congregations in recent years.  

 Misunderstandings within the church about the perceived availability of surplus cash as well as 

confusion around and a lack of familiarity with approved policies related to sales proceeds, adds 

further complexity to the task before the church.  

However, since the meeting of Synod, there are a growing number of Church Councils who are finding helpful 

ways to engage their congregations in this conversation. We appreciate their courage and leadership at this 

critical time.   

It would seem that for the Working Group to fulfil its mandate, it requires a better understanding of the current 

vibrancy or each of our congregations, and the potential for this vibrancy to increase.    

Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 document the process and thinking of the Working Group. 

 

‘When an egg is cracked from the outside, life ends. When an egg is cracked from the inside, life begins’.  

The purpose of asking these questions is not to limit congregations’ potential.  

It is to enable sensible informed Presbytery/Congregation/Synod discussions about what are the 

congregational missional opportunities into the future. 

These discussions will inform a SA wide property strategy to support vibrant missional communities. 
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6. Process Proposals 

Proposal 1: That the June 2022 meeting of the Synod of South Australia: 

1. Receive the Report of the Strategy and Planning (Mission & Property) Working Group. 

2. Recognise the Report has been socialized with Presbyteries and Synod Standing Committee in its 

preparation. 

Proposal 2: That the June 2022 meeting of the Synod of South Australia: 

3. Request Congregations and Faith Communities to continue to actively work with their 

Presbyteries to collect and collate information to assist the Working Group to map vibrant 

missional communities. 

 
The Working Group affirms: 

 Congregations as the “embodiment in one place of the One Holy catholic and apostolic church, 

worshipping, witnessing and serving as a fellowship of the Spirit of Christ.” (BofU P15(a)).  

 Synods regulated responsibility to ‘give general oversight, direction and administration of the church’s 

worship witness and service’ (BofU P15(c)) and so ‘providing affective supervision of property’ (UCA 

Reg. 3.1.5(k)).  

 While we understand that the size of a congregation does not necessarily determine its vibrancy or 

vitality, the Regulations use “8” for a quorum. (UCA Reg 3.8.5 (b)) Should this be a higher number 12 or 

15? 

Much of this information is already available in some form to Congregations, Presbyteries, the Property 

Committee, and the Resources Board. However, the proposal to ask Presbyteries to continue to be in 

conversation with Congregations questions is an important pastoral component of the process. The Working 

Group trusts it will be an example of congregations, presbyteries and Synod collaborating as intended as an 

inter-conciliar church.  

Whilst Presbyteries may be at different stages with congregations, Presbytery’s have begun understanding 

the markers and levels of vibrancy and viability in the congregations they serve.  

Presbyteries’ ongoing work will significantly assist the whole church to have the conversations – which may 

at times be difficult - to address the challenges – including property safety - before us. The proposed process 

recognises and supports Presbyteries as the decision maker with respect to starting, closing or merging 

congregations (UCA Reg. 3.1.3 (d)). 
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Proposal 3: That the June 2022 Meeting of the Synod of South Australia: 

4. Approve the preparation of a Draft Property Strategy, including ‘maps’ that identify the number 

and geographical location of missionally vibrant and viable communities. 

5. Request the Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group present the Draft 

Property Strategy Report to the June Synod meeting in 2023.   

6. Request the General Secretary to: 

a. Progress the proposals approved by the Synod with appropriate ongoing work of the Strategy 

and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group.  

b. Regularly update the Synod Standing Committee and Presbytery and Synod Leaders. 

c. Provide regular communication updates to the Synod with the help of the Engagement 

Ministry Team to ensure accurate information is being shared across the church. 

7. What is a Property Strategy? 

The primary question for the Synod and the task of the Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) 

Working Group is, ‘What should be the number and geographic locations of buildings to house vibrant 

missional communities including a framework to identify potential ‘strategic’ buildings?’ The answer to this, 

for the purpose of this paper and work, we are calling a property strategy. 

The output of the Mission/Property Group discussions would inform a draft property strategy report for the 

church in SA.  

The Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group has documented some potential 

understandings of what the property strategy ‘might’ include: 

 Plans to continue known vibrant missional communities  

 Plans where several congregations recognise their level of being a vibrant missional community in 

conjunction with their property safety risks entails the need to transition to a different future.  This may 

include: 

o investment in upgrading existing property.  

o investment in new property 

o property repurposing or sale 

 Plans to invest in locations where significant population growth is occurring around the Synod, such as in 

the inner city, the western part of the City of Playford, or where particular key missional opportunities are 

occurring. 
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Image – How the Working Group proposes we move ahead 

 

8. Synods Role 

The Synod Property Team continues to work with congregations and the Property Committee with property 

matters – including safety risks. 

In terms of vibrant missional community information gathered (Appendix 4 has a set of possible questions), 

acknowledging the need for discretion, summary level information will be used to update the resources 

strategic mapping project to assist Synod and Presbytery understanding of where our property is and whether 

it is viable to maintain and fit for purpose.  
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PROPOSALS 

 

That the June 2022 meeting of the Synod of South Australia: 

1. RECEIVE the Report of the Strategy and Planning (Mission & Property) Working Group. 

2. RECOGNISE the Report has been socialized with Presbyteries and Synod Standing 

Committee in its preparation. 

3. REQUEST Congregations and Faith Communities to continue to actively work with their 

Presbyteries to collect and collate information to assist the Working Group to map vibrant 

missional communities, encompassing:  

4. APPROVE the preparation of a Draft Property Strategy, including ‘maps’ that identify the 

number and geographical location of missionally vibrant and viable communities 

5. REQUEST the Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group present the Draft 

Property Strategy Report to the June Synod meeting in 2023.   

6. REQUEST the General Secretary to: 

a. Progress the proposals approved by the Synod with appropriate ongoing work of the 

Strategy and Planning (Mission and Property) Working Group.  

b. Regularly update the Synod Standing Committee and Presbytery and Synod Leaders. 

c. Provide regular communication updates to the Synod with the help of the Engagement 

Ministry Team to ensure accurate information is being shared across the church. 
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Appendix 1 - Synod SA February 2021 Decision 

It was AGREED (by Consensus) that the Synod of SA resolve to: 

1.  COMMEND the diligent work of the Property Services Team in undertaking the building safety inspections. 

2.  ACKNOWLEDGE with thanks the generous and loyal commitment of many people who have contributed to the 

care and maintenance of congregation properties over many years. 

3. RECOGNISE that although the buildings themselves hold special significance for many congregation members 

the buildings are primarily to be used to progress the mission of God and REQUEST every Church Council in 

consultation with their congregation to: 

 a. GIVE ATTENTION urgently and diligently to their Buildings Safety Report. 

 b. DETERMINE whether the property can be made safe and compliant in order that it might be used for 

continuing ministry and mission. 

 c. ACKNOWLEDGE any shortfalls in safety and compliance which cannot be met. 

 d. WORK with Resources staff of the Synod and their Presbytery to address the issues. 

4. RECOGNISE that the Synod does not have the financial capacity to make and keep safe all the properties 

currently vested in the Property Trust; REQUEST appropriate Synod staff and Presbytery leaders to work with 

Church Councils in consultation with their congregations to: 

 a. DEVELOP financially manageable plans to upgrade congregational property to a safe and compliant 

standard. 

 b.  Where such upgrades are not feasible, WORK with congregations on suitable plans for the future of 

buildings and property. 

 c. CREATE opportunities for discussion with surrounding congregations to discover appropriate pathways for 

future use of buildings and property. 

 d. DETERMINE the future of the ministry and mission currently conducted in those buildings. 

 e. DEVELOP essential requirements to assist congregations to manage future on-going beneficial use. 

5. REQUEST the General Secretary in consultation with the Synod Standing Committee to develop a future-focused 

strategy (to include the establishment of a working group and an implementation plan) to determine the number 

and geographic locations of buildings to house vibrant missional communities including a framework to identify 

potential ‘strategic’ buildings, working: 
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 a. collaboratively with appropriate Synod staff and Presbytery leadership; and 

b. interactively with Church Councils in consultation with congregations as they seek to undertake the tasks 

in (3) and (4) above. 

 

6. REQUEST a report detailing the outcomes of these proposals be presented to the next Synod 

meeting. 
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Appendix 2 - Some further observations of the Working Group 

As the Uniting Church in SA, our vision is ‘… to be an innovative, growing church proclaiming Jesus 

Christ, empowered by the Spirit to transform God's world.’ 

To realize our vision, it is important to focus our thinking, be it Church Councils, in congregations, in 

Presbytery or Synod, on how to foster vibrant missional communities. Therefore, the questions around 

what makes a vibrant mission community are important.  

Buildings tend to look after themselves when there’s a vibrant missional community in it. When there are 

variable levels of vibrant missional community is when we are in the reactive model where we are now. 

It is prudent to have a Synod wide property strategy informed by discussions, ultimately supported by each 

Presbytery and Synod. This enables us to decide our future better collectively. It is better to be prudent and 

strategic about use of financial legacy in current buildings to enable our future. 

The Working Group acknowledges the process of conversations will be both exciting and challenging: 

1. It will involve time of people who are already likely busy. That said, the process proposes an approach 

to address property safety challenges that are known. 

2. It will lead to change and the uncertainty that brings. That said, change is already occurring. The benefit 

of this process is we begin to discuss how we consider we can and should change into the future. This 

process increases ultimately our level of control together. 

3. Emotional attachment and sense of legacy associated with not insignificant history represented in 

buildings. This is part of our proud history.  Heritage listing is one way the communities via their 

governments we are in recognized this history. For congregation members where the ultimate decision 

may involve not meeting in a loved building, how can that experience be honored? 

4. We are an inter-conciliar not hierarchical church. We need to openly work together to identify our 

property future.  

5. What courageous decisions might be possible? 

6. We live in the marginal zone as Christians. How might this shape our mission? 

7. There will be tough decisions that will need to be made. It is better we make them together and 

pastorally. 

8. Questions from Changing Landscapes Paper2 – What is the pain for you? Where do you see possibility? 

How do we progress? 

9. “We are pilgrim people … always on the way towards a promised goal”.  

                                                      

2 sa.uca.org.au/documents/property-services/changing-landscapes-discussion-papers-june-2013.pdf   

https://sa.uca.org.au/documents/property-services/changing-landscapes-discussion-papers-june-2013.pdf
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Appendix 3 - Working Group Meetings and Membership 

19 May 2021 

The Working Group established a style of meeting that enabled the group to address the complex task before 

it. Each meeting commences with an acknowledgment of country, prayer, theological reflection and seeks to 

do community building activity. We conclude our meetings, by hearing back from Craig Bailey with his 

(theological) reflections on the meeting.  

We explored the task before us, established our MS Teams credentials and committed to sharing on Teams 

between meetings. 

23 June 2022 

We began the task of exploring the language we would use to inform our perspective on what it means to be 

a vibrant (and viable) missional congregation. This conversation was informed by some feedback from the 

Synod Standing Committee on the topic, a written reflection by Rev Do Young Kim on how CALD communities 

might inform our conversation, and by books or articles members of the Working Group brought to the meeting. 

We also explored past papers, working documents the SA Synod had developed in the past to address 

resourcing issues and the missional and financial viability of congregations.  

21 July 2021 

Each of our three presbyteries was invited to attend and share their understandings and to offer 3-5 

characteristics of what it meant to be a vibrant (and viable) missional congregation. Max Howland (POSSA), 

Rev Steph Tai (Generate Presbytery) and Trevor Philips (Wimala) richly informed our emerging 

understandings. 

3 September 2021 

We discussed the potential of NCLS to inform our task and received a helpful presentation from Steve 

Bartimote on the Resources Strategic Mapping Project that the Resource Team had commenced early in the 

2000’s. The Working Group noted receipt of a small number of letters and emails encouraging us to include 

congregations in our deliberations. 

A preliminary analysis of the data collected and our conversations suggested:  

 The language we use is critical 

 There is significant diversity in context and experience, and both matter 

 Theology is a conversation between scripture, tradition, and experience 

 To be missional is to make connections, have momentum and focused energy or direction 
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 To be vibrant is to stand out 

 There are markers of missional vibrancy – modelling Jesus, being the presence of Christ, engaging the 

Holy Spirit 

 Missional vibrancy is transformative, future-focused, grows disciples and makes a difference in the world 

- it has Spiritual passion. 

The NCLS measures nine markers – faith, worship, belonging, vision, leadership, innovation, service, faith-

sharing, and inclusion. 

24 September 2021 

The Working Group began to draft a process to assist the Synod to address the challenging questions. We 

anticipate the process will involve the establishment of small working groups who will work closely with the 

Presbyteries to identify vibrant (and viable) missional congregations and future growth areas in SA.  

We received a presentation from Matt Wilson (Manager of Property and Projects) showing some preliminary 

work the Property Team in processing the demographic data that had been collected in preparation for the 

Property Safety Reports. The Working Group believe that the analysis of demographic data and use in 

imagery, maps, graphs will assist identify the number and geographic location of future property.  

7 April 2022 

The Working Group considered initial progress discussions with Presbytery leaders and the approach to 

refining an interim into a report for the June Synod 
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Appendix 4 - Sample Questions 

Questions to Understand About Your Congregations Potential as a Vibrant Missional Community 

The intent is these questions are answered by Church Council’s or Minister’s. The responses will be provided 

to Presbytery Leaders and the representative from the Working Group. Your responses will only be used for 

that purpose. Your responses will be summarized up to enable further discussion by your Presbytery with your 

congregation and Synod. The main purpose of those discussions will be to support you in your missional work.  

Presbyteries are the decision maker with respect to starting, closing or merging congregations. Presbyteries 

will work with you, and you will be involved should closing or merging discussions be needed. 

Name of Congregation? 

Date Completed? 

Who Completed? 

Contact Details? 
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Information about context, attendance, and cost of property safety work 

1. Context 

o Urban, rural, or remote? 

o CALD, UAICC, Church Plant, Regular? 

o Within Greater Adelaide, how many other Uniting Churches are within a 20-minute drive Sunday 

morning drive of your building? 

o Within regional South Australia, what are your three closest Uniting Churches and how long to 

drive to them on a Sunday Morning from your building? 

2. Numbers who attend: 

o Every week on average? 

o Once a month on average? 

o Annually on average? 

o Online on average? 

o How has numbers attending changed in last years? 

o Is there anything external to your congregation likely to increase attendance? 

We recognize this is subjective data. The intent is to get an indication of attendance. Include members 

and adherents. 

3. Did the 2021 Building Safety Report of your property identify property maintenance need in excess of: 

o $5k - $100k 

o $100k - $0.5M 

o 0.5M to $1M 

o $1M+ 

Quadrant model 

4. Which quadrant best represents your congregation currently?  

 

Another simpler model of understanding vibrant missional communities is the quadrant model3. This is 

one way of understanding where congregations are at.  The Working Group recognises that the 

language of the Quadrant model might need revision and will undertake that work with the Presbyteries. 

 

                                                      

3 Quadrant Model, Navigating Congregational Size and Mission by Sharonne Price 
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5. Explain how your congregation fits that quadrant?  If you have statistics, attach or share 

6. Anything else you want to add? 
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Nine Core Qualities of Church Life - The NCLS nine qualities is one model for understanding the potential 

of our congregations as vibrant missional communities. There are different versions and language involved. 
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7. Newcomers - How many newcomers in last 2 years? Please explain 

8. Young Adults - are young adults staying? Please explain? 

9. Faith - Is faith in individuals growing? Please explain? 

10. Worship - Is worship enjoyable by those who attend? Please explain? 

11. Belonging - Do attenders feel like they belong?  

12. Vision - Do you have a stated vision? If so, what is it? 

13. Vision - Do you feel your congregation knows the vision? 

14. Leadership - How many people would you describe as capable of leading teams of people in your 

congregation? 

o Less than 5? 

o 5 – 10? 

o More than 10? 

15. Innovation - Have you started anything new in the last two years? Please explain? 

16. Service - Is there a culture of serving your wider community? Please explain? 

17. Faith Sharing – Are there activities actively sharing faith with people keen to learn? Please explain? 

18. Inclusion – How would you describe inclusion in your community?  

19. Anything else you want to add? 

Information about Viability 

Some questions that the congregations/church councils/presbyteries might want to consider as part of the 

mission/property discussion  

1. Is there enough ability/people/enthusiasm to effectively operate as a ‘congregation’, including fulfillment of 

the following formal functions (business operations): 

a. Church Council 

b. Safe Church 

c. WHS Officer 

d. Financial statements & returns 

e. Annual Property Report 

 

And the following ‘informal’ functions (worship/witness/service): 

f. Regular worship services 

g. Service to community 

h. Pastoral care to attendees 

i. Pastoral care to community 

It is suggested that at least 15(???) weekly attenders/financial givers is required in order to fulfil the 

above effectively. If there are less than 15 committed members of a congregation then often a gradual 
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decline is seen, over a number of years, until there is only a small remnant carrying the burden of all 

of the above, which results in an inevitable closure and a sub-standard property being returned to 

Synod.  

2. Is there financial capacity to continue to pay for the operation/maintenance/insurance of the property as 

well as contribute to the Mission & Service Fund? 

3. Is there financial capacity within the congregation to undertake all of the items identified in the Building 

Safety Report? What $/person on an annual basis is the congregation willing to commit to? 

4. What might the building feel like to a visitor? Does it feel like a 21st century space? Are improvements 

required? (eg heating/cooling/toilets/worn carpet/furniture) 

5. Is there enthusiasm and capability of enough people to continue managing the building? 

6. What would happen to the congregation if there was not a building? Are there other ways to meet (ie in 

people’s homes / online / rent a community space / at the pub / at another nearby church – how far will 

people travel?) 

7. What would happen in your community if the building was repurposed, closed or sold? Does the community 

rely on the church building for simply cheap rental space, or are there crucial ministry activities being 

undertaken? 

 

 


